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Shoe Identification from Impression Evidence

SHoe Outsole Database (UCI-SHOD)

Did this shoe leave this mark, or did some other shoe?
● Class characteristics
○ Make, model, size
● Sub-class characteristics
○ Differences in molds
○ Other manufacturing
artifacts
● Acquired characteristics
○ Wear patterns
○ Cuts, damage, etc.

?

Strategy: Define quantitative features that capture relevant details and
are amenable to statistical analysis, assemble representative datasets,
and assesses reliability of features in identification and matching.

Image Features for Matching Class Characteristics
We have evaluated a number of features and distance metrics in the
setting of matching images of crime scene evidence to a database of
test impressions.

How often does this pattern appear in the database?

Automated collection of photographs from commercial
online retailers:
○ Tread pattern and side profile images, additional
product info
○ “Big Data” 230K images of 79K unique products
○ ~3000 new products appear per month

Application: Investigative tool. Use image matching and
retrieval to produce candidate shoe products from a crime
scene print.

We propose a multi-channel extension to normalized cross-correlation
(NCC) which is applied to off-the-shelf state-of-the-art convolutional
neural network (CNN) features and show it significantly outperforms
existing methods for retrieval.

Generative Models for Impression Evidence

Acquisition of Outsole 3D Shape
3D shape of outsole provides key missing connection between physical
object and images of crime scene or test impressions. Technology for
3D acquisition is maturing rapidly and provides methods for digitizing
and documenting evidence (physical shoes, impressions in soft
materials).

Application: Proxy data for learning and evaluating
pattern features at scale. Quantify diversity of tread
patterns to understand weight of evidence for class
level determinations.

Ideal goal: A statistical/computational model
for the generation of impression evidence.
Provides a link between 3D scans, tread
images, test impressions, and crime scene
photos.
Extreme challenges in modeling physical process of
impression generation due to materials and dynamics.

Datasets of tread shape
are not generally available.
We are developing
methods and planning to
assemble a pilot dataset of
3D scans + tread images +
test impressions.

3D Tread to Print

Tread Shape to Print: Linking outsole
shape to impressions on hard surfaces by
leveraging 3D shape data. Model contact
surface and generation of distinctive edges
in impression.
Example 3D tread shapes acquired with structured light
Simplistic physical model

Can be interpreted as the sample estimate of the Pearson’s coefficient
for image features xc, yc in a patch P where wc is a weight on the
reliability of feature channel c for matching performance.
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Stereo scanning with
structured illumination
allows for acquisition of
3D shape. Suitable for
modeling class and
wear patterns.
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Tread Image to Print: Directly infer
impression pattern from photographs of
outsole using generative adversarial
regression model5. Trained on dataset
provided by Weisner, Yekutieli & Shor,
and tested on held-out examples.
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Model learns shape-from-shading cues
and synthesizes plausible images.

Retrographic sensing
based on photometric
stereo can capture at
very high resolution
(e.g. acquired
characteristics).
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